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Abstract 
Wen, Z-X. and Z-Y. Wen, Some studies on the (p, q)-type sequences, Theoretical Computer Science 
94 (1992) 373-393. 
In this paper, we have introduced the (p, q)-type sequences. Their arithmetic and analytic properties 
are studied, and their relations with finite automata are established. The results obtained extend 
those of classical paperfolding sequences and some new informations are obtained. 
0. Introduction 
Since the introduction of the paperfolding sequences by Mend& France et al. in 
1981, many interesting connections with harmonic analysis, number theory, automata 
theory, fractal geometry and physics have been rediscovered; see [l, 2, 7, 10, 12, 131. 
On the other hand, some various different generalizations of this class of sequences 
have been introduced by several authors; see [ll, 141. In this paper, we consider 
another generalization which we call the ( p, q)-type sequences. 
Let p 3 2, q B 2 be two positive integers and let 8 = exp(2ix/q) be a primitive qth root 
of unity. Let G= { 1,19, . . . . dq-’ } be the cyclic group generated by 8. A sequence 
(fn}n2 r, ~“EG is called a (p, q)-type sequence if it satisfies the following equations: 
f -pa(l) P(pm+Z)- f pkt, for kZ0, m30, 1 <l<p-1, (0.1) 
where c1 is a map from the set { 1,2, . . , p - 11 to the set of integers Z. 
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We shall see that the properties of the (p, q)-type sequences depend strongly on the 
map 2. 
When p=q= 2, we obtain the classical paperfolding sequence introduced by 
Mend& France and van der Poorten; see [13]. 
We organize this paper as follows. In Section 1, preliminaries are given and some 
basic properties are established. In Section 2, we study the transformation of 
Fourier-Bohr and determine their spectra provided c( is a permutation defined on 
{1,2 ,..., p-l}.F rom this we obtain the associated Fourier series and show that these 
sequences are almost periodic and deterministic. Section 3 is devoted to the study of 
the exponential sum defined by these sequences under the hypotheses that LX is 
a constant. This result leads to the introduction of a class of generalized 
Rudin-Shapiro sequences. Moreover, we show that the formal power series defined by 
the sequences satisfy a functional equation. In Section 4, we show that the (p, q)-type 
numbers defined by these sequences are all transcendental. In Section 5, we give 
conditions implying that the corresponding (p, q)-type sequences can be generated by 
a finite automaton, the state graph of which shows some interesting structures. 
For simplicity, we discuss only the case of the (p,p)-type sequences, and we shall 
give some remarks for the ( p, q) case. 
1. Preliminaries 
The notations used are the same as in Section 0. 
Proposition 1.1. Let {,hjn3 1 be a ( p, q)-type sequence und let T be the operator on G’ 
dejined by 
(Tf)n =fpn. 
Then the sequence { (Tf ),,}, a 1 is also a ( p, q)-type sequence. 
Proof. Assume g,,:= ( Tj)n =fpn. Then 
gpL(pm+I)=f~L+‘(pm+l)=~ma(l),fpk+LI=~*OL(I’gpLI; 
hence, the sequence (g,),a I satisfies (0.1) and the proposition is proved. 0 
Now let B:= GP- ‘, &:= {EL’), a:*), . . . . E~~-~))Ec?‘, 
CLj&“;r= {eja(l)e(l) ~ja(*JE(2) ” ) ” , . ..) H:jz(p-l’&y’))-, (1.1) 
and x06,, = &, by convention, n >, 1. 
Each c?,, can be considered as a “folding” instruction in the following sense (see 
[9]): the folding operator F is defined by 
F 
41 
:= f” =E(l)c(2)...c(P-l) 
‘1 1 1 1 
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(*) 
is defined, then 
(1.2) 
If, as usual, we deem two sequences on the alphabet G to be “close together” if they 
begin with the same word (see [13]), then we readily see that for any sequence 
E={E,}E&‘~, the set {flf=‘=, F8,,: N= 1,2, . ..} has cluster points. From (*), it is easily 
seen that any cluster point and any finite sequence defined by (~5~) &, . . . , &) satisfy 
(0.1). 
Example. Let ~Y~=(l,o”), &=((w, l), J&=(1,1) and a(l)=l, x(2)=2. 
Then according to the above rule, the sequences obtained by folding one, two and 
three times are, respectively, 
6?i= lo2, 
(~~,,2)=011~~~~u~1~~, 
Remark. In contrast to the folding operator F, the operator T of Proposition 1.1 can 
be regarded as an “unfolding” operator. 
Let {fm>i smspn- 1 be a finite (p, p)-type sequence generated by (&r , . . . , c$), and let 
Pj:= {f ‘_ (J l)p”-‘fk l<kdp”-l-1, > 1 d j<p, be a subsequence of {fn} starting from the 
term fCj- iJp”- I+ 1 and stopping at the term fjpn- I _ 1, that is, the jth block of length 
P n-1 - 1 of {fn}. Then from (1.2), we can obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.2. With the above notations, we have 
(i) {fpkl}lQI~p-l=&k, O<k,<n-1; 
(ii) {fpm}l~m~p~_l is determined by &l, . . ..c$_~. 
(iii) Pj=(c(j&2,~S,..., c$), where @j&z has the same sense as (1.1). 
2. Fourier series of (p,p)-type sequences 
Let ifnjn3 1 be a sequence of complex numbers and let U = R/Z. The Fourier-Bohr 
coefficient f(x) of {fn}, a 1 at point XET is given by the following limit (if it exists): 
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f(x)= lim + 2 fnexp( -2ircnx). 
N- az fl<N 
The spectrum of ffn} is defined by 
S,,(f) = 1.x: f^(x) f 01. 
Now let { fn} be a (p, p)-type sequence; we are going to determine its spectrum. For 
this purpose, we write 
R$(x) := 1 fn exp(- 2innx). 
flQN 
From (0.1) and Proposition 1.1, we get 
p-1 
RiC(x)= C fp,exp(-2i7wx)+ C 1 fp,+kexp(-2ir$prt+k)x)+0(1) 
nSN/p nSN/pk=l 
p-1 
=R$(px)+ c 2 .fiTatk) exp(- 2irrkx) exp( - 2irrpnx) + 0( 1) 
k= 1 n<N/p 
P- 1 
k=l 
where T is defined as in Proposition 1.1. 
Note that there is at most one k, 16 k bp- 1, such that (k/p)-pxEZ for any x; 
hence, 
We write 
Xk(x) = ! 1 if $-pxtL_ 0 otherwise. 
Then (2.1) can be rewritten as follows: 
p-1 
R;(x)=R,?$(px)+ 1 fkexp(-2inkx)Xk(x) :+0(l). 
k=l ) 
Iterating this relation yields 
(2.2) 
r-l p-l 
R;C(~)=R&?~P’~)+N L&o kgl ~exp(-2irrkplx)%k(p’x)+o(~). 
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Taking Y= [log N] and dividing by N and noting that 
; R;;$(p’x)*O, N-*+co, 
we obtain 
f(X) = iz xjj RfN(x) = 2 “ft j& exp(- 2i7rkp’x)Xk(pJx). 
l=O k=l 
But from (2.2), 
4k) x(plx)=l 0 --p’+‘x~Z 0 x=- pa+44 aEZ. 9 
P P 
1+2 ’ 
hence, 
i(x) = i 
C d-akJ&exp(T) if,=?, 120, 1 dj=a(k)dp- 1, 
k.a(k)=j 
otherwise. 
Now, suppose that LX: Z,\{O)+Z,\{O) 1s a p ermutation, then (2.3) gives 
otherwise. 
Thus, the spectrum of {fn}n81 is 
(2.3) 
1 da(k),<p- 1, 
(2.4) 
where ~1 is a permutation on Z,\ (01, that is, the spectrum consists of the p-ary points 
of U with denominator >,p2. 
If the norm of f is defined as usual by 
then from (2.4) we obtain 
It follows that f is almost periodic in the sense of Besicovitch, and 
h = C f(x) exp(2irrnx) 
+m pu+‘-l p-1 
= c c 
u=o a=0 
1 pk$kl exp( -2i;;u(k))exp( 2inn(;;;a(k))), 
k=l 
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the implied convergence being I( . 11 convergence. 
Write 
A(u,n,k)= C sexp( z) ; 
a=0 
then it is easy to obtain 
Wvz,k)=& 2irra(n-p”k) 
P P 
,a+ 1 
if p”+‘l(n-p”k), 
otherwise. 
Hence, 
A(u,n,k)=l o n/p”+‘Ek/p+Z 9 u=u,(n), 
where u,(n) is the p-valuation of n (meaning that p’p(“) “exactly divides” n); 
then we can assume n =pUp(“) ( pm + k), 1 <k d p - 1. Note that there is a unique k, 
1 <kbp- 1, such that p’+’ divides n - pt k; thus, the rearranged Fourier series 
x p-1 
cc 
,,=O k=l 
ncc(k) kcc(k) 
__-~ A (u, n, k) 
P 
u+2 
P2 
sums up to fpup~~llOmcl'k), i.e. fn from (0.1). It means that after our arrangement we 
actually obtain pointwise convergence of the Fourier series. Now we can state the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let ,f=(.f,), be a (p,p)-type sequence with c( a permutation of Z,\(O). 
Then f is almost periodic (in the sense of Besicovitch). 
.fn = 2 f(x) exp(2innx), 
XES 
where S is the set of p-ary rationals on U with denominator >,p2. In particular, 
p( -2i;;X(k)) if x=pap;,$k), 120, 1 fa(k)<p- 1, 
otherwise. 
Corollary 2.2. f is not ultimately periodic. 
A direct consequence of Theorem 2.1 is Corollary 2.3 
Corollary 2.3. The ( p, p)-type sequences are deterministic in the sense of Kamae, Ranzy 
and Weiss. 
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Remark 2.4. The essential techniques of the proof of Theorem 2.1 are due to Mend& 
France and van der Poorten [13]. In particular, when p=2, we obtain the results of 
[13]; note then that the condition in the theorem is satisfied automatically. 
Remark 2.5. It can be shown that f is almost periodic for any c(. 
3. The exponential sums of (p,p)-type sequences and the generalized Rudin-Shapiro 
sequences 
Rudin [ 181 and Shapiro [20] discovered independently the existence of a sequence 
s={&(n)) naO of k 1 such that 
N-l 
(3.1) 
The sequence E, called the RudinShapiro sequence, has been studied again and again 
by many authors in various objects; see [3, 4, 12, 14, 15, 191. In particular, the 
inequality is extended for some more general classes of sequences and the upper 
bound of (3.1) is improved to (2+,,/2)fi; see [2]. 
In this section, we introduce a class of generalized Rudin-Shapiro sequences by the 
(p,p)-type sequences and establish an inequality of the type (3.1). Moreover, we 
establish a functional equation for this class of sequences. 
Let Cf;rlnal be a ( p, p)-type sequence. Define 
5:~ exp Z!!! (3 P2 ’ i(@):= Ips 1, O<l<p- 1, 
s(n):= i i(h), 
k=O 
s(0) := 0. 
Evidently, for k B 0, 13 1, 
/qflk)-kp+ 1, 2(8”f;)-kp+i(f,) (modp’), 
k(fk)= 1, s( pk + I) = I (mod p). 
then from (3.3) yz)~G. 
Let 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
F(x):= 1 px” and F”‘(x):= c gy)x”, O<I<p-1, 
?I20 a>0 
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be formal power series; then we have 
p-1 p-1 
F(x)= c c S.lgy)Xp”+l= 
I=0 n30 
lgo (5x)‘F”‘(Xp). (3.4) 
Now consider the finite ( p, p)-type sequence {f ) k ,,,,,n-lgeneratedby(~~,~~,...,~~) 
as in Section 2. Define 
pk - 1 
S(fT*, . ..) fg):= 1 l.(f,“-k,), 
q=1 
(3.5) 
p” - 1 
F(&l,, ..., &;x) := c (S(k’?Ck, 
k=O 
p”-‘-* 
F”‘(&*,...,&X):= c g:“xk. 
k=O 
Then we have 
p-1 
F(&I 1 . . . . &“;x)= c (5x)‘F”‘(&* ,..., &;xP). 
I=0 
Lemma 3.1. Let z(l)= 1, 1 <[<p- 1; then 
(i) if n 3 3, we have 
St&l , . . . . 8,,)~s(GI, . . . . &l)- ... ES(&~,&~) (modp*); 
(ii) ~(~~,8~)-c(p)+s(8~) (modp’), 
where 
I -p if p is odd, 
otherwise. 
Proof. (i) From formulas (3.2), (3.5), Proposition 1.2(ii) and a(1)= 1, 13 1, we obtain 
pm-1 p-l pm-‘-1 P”_l_1 
S(&l,..., &J= c wJ= 2 c Wpq+1)+ c WP,) 
q=l I=1 q=o q=1 
o-l on-‘-l 
=iTl .,zo j”(eqfi)+s(al,...,~-,) 
p-l p-L-1 
=,zl ,zo (pq+~(fi))+s(~l,...,~-l) (modp’) 
+p”-’ X0 +s(~Il,...rG-l) (modp’) 
=s(&~,, .. . . &n_1) (modp*). 
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(ii) By the same calculation, we get for the case n = 2: 
p-1 p2(p- 1) 
4&11,&22)= c 2 
( 
+PJ*(f,) +s(G) 
I=1 > 
=P2(P- 1j2 
2 
+p(p- l)+s(gI) (modp2). 0 
Corollary 3.2. For any n > 2, we have ~(6~) . . . , &,)-~(p)+s(6’~) (modp2), where c(p) is 
dejined as in Lemma 3.1. 
Recall the notation & = (E:‘), . . . , eip- ‘) ). Proposition 1.2(i) gives fj,” I = ,\j’, 
l<jdp-1. 
Take 
cl:= /C(p)+ C (S(aj-l~2)+i"(&:")), co := 0. 
j=l 
Then by Lemma 3.1 and the assumption a( I) = 1, 16 1 <p - 1, we have 
p-1 
F(&I > . . ..fi$.x)= c gS(k)Xk 
k=O 
p-l p”-‘-1 
= ,:-, & ’ 
s(lp”-‘+kjXlp”-‘+k 
p-1 
=,zo ir”x’““-‘F(cr,&2,~~,,...,~~;x) 
p-1 
=[go 5c’x’p”~‘F(B’~2,...,E,;x). 
Substituting ~9~ by ek&,, Obkdp- 1, and noting that 
ll(Ok~:j’) = kp + A(&:“) (mod p2), 
from (O.l), we have by (3.6) 
p-1 
F(tlk&l,&2, . . . . &x)= 1 f3k’<c’~‘pn-1 F(B’&2, . . . . &n;x), 
l=O 
and it follows for 0 d m < p - 1 that 
p-1 
F’m’(f?k4,&2, . . . . G$~;z)= 1 ek’5c’z’pn-‘F(m)(e’~2, . . . . c$,;z), 
I=0 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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with IzI = 1. Therefore, (3.8) gives 
p-1 
jzO /F’“‘(Oje,,e,, . ..) &zP)12 
P- 1 p-1 
=a 
p-1 
t)jk{c*Zkp”m’~y) 
j=O k=O I( 
,;O 0 jlyl zlp”e ’ Fjm) 
where 
p-1 p-1 
=p c I F'"'(Ok62, ...,8n;zp)12+ c 1 Oj'k-l'C(k,I), 
k=O kfl j=O 
F;‘:= F’“‘(Hk&, . . . . &;zP); C(k,j):= ~Ck-CIZ(k-f)P”-lF~)F:m). 
Noting that C(k, I) does not depend on j and k # I, we have 
p-1 
1 nj(k-0=$ 
j=O 
hence, 
p-1 
c IF’“‘(Oje,,e,, . . ..&.zP)12 
j=O 
p-1 
=p 1 IF’“‘(HkB2, . ..) An;zP)12 
k=O 
p-1 
= . . . = p”-’ c IF’“‘(Hj~,,,;zp)/2=pn. 
j=O 
For Izl= 1 and O<m<p- 1, it yields 
lF(rn’(&,, . ...&; zP)I<pn!*. (3.9) 
Let B be any expression of F W) O<l?t<p-1. Then for N=p”, (3.9) provides an , 
estimate for B(zJ’) := B(B1, . . , 8,; 9’). To find the precise count for truncated ( p, p)- 
type sequences, write N = b, _ 1 b, _ 2.. . ho, where bj’s are the p-ary digits of N. Thus, 
from (3.9), we obtain 
d -C lbjl IB(N;cli;-j.1. ...,~,;,;zP)I+lbol 
<.ce bjpj’2, 
i=O 
(3.10) 
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where B(N;&r, . . . . G;,;zp) represents the sum of the first N terms of B(&I, . . ..8.,;zP). 
Lemma 3.3. 
n-1 
C bjP j”~(l+~~‘~) 
j=O 
Proof. 
(~~~bjp”2)2=~~~b~p’+2~~bjpii2(~~b*pk’2) 
n-1 n-l 
~ C bj2pj+2 C bjp”2(l+p”2)(p”2-1). (3.11) 
j=O j=O 
On the other hand, we have, since 0 d bj<p- 1, 
2p~~2(p1~2+l)(p~‘2-1)~p~(2+2p1’2+(p-1)-bj)=~~((l+pi’2)2-bj), 
(3.12) 
and the lemma follows from (3.11) and (3.12). 0 
Note that if we replace CI = 1 by C! being a constant, (3.10) and Lemma 3.3 still hold; 
we finally obtain the following result. 
Theorem 3.4. Let { fn In a 1 be a ( p, p)-type sequence with 
l<sr(l)=cr(2)= ... =cc(p-l)dp-1. 
Then for any 1, 1 dl<p- 1, we have 
N-l 
sup C gy’e2innx G(p+&)fi, 
OSxCl n=O 
where (gy )} naO is defined as above. 
Remark. When p=2, we obtain the classical result of Mend& France and 
Tenenbaum [ 121. 
Now we are going to establish a functional equation for the generalized 
RudinShapiro sequence { glp’}, a o. 
Let iL)nal be a (p, p)-type sequence satisfying the following hypotheses: 
(Hl) cc(l)=l, l~kJ**. 
(H2) Let V,={8h(p-2’+k)0CkQp-2 be a finite sequence such that for any h 20, 
{fphk}ldk6p-1 = 61. 
Obviously, 
V h+p= vk. (3.13) 
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Define 
n n 
S%b= c 4(Tf),)= 1 4fphkX ST”(n) := s(n), 
k=O k=O 
gn :=glp’= <em), g,T” := gn, gn’” := ym, 
p(x):= 1 gnxn, P”(X) := P(x), F(x):= 1 gyx”. 
PI20 fZ20 
From the definitions of P(x),g, and s(n), we have 
(3.14) 
p-1 
p(x)= c pP”‘_.p= 1 1 p2n+lP)XnP+l (3.15) 
II>0 I=On30 
and 
s(p2~+Ip)=s(p2n)+ g j.(p%+k). (3.16) 
k=l 
Using (Hl), we have 
s(p’n)= PC j”(fk)= f i(jpk)+pf’ “il %(jpk+l)=sT(pn)+p~l pni1 i ekfi) 
k=O k=O I=1 k=O I=1 k=O 
p-l pn-1 
-sT(p4+ 1 1 (b+j.(A)) 
I=1 k=O 
-?‘(pn)+)(p-l)p’n(pn-l)--ppn (modp’) 
Since 
i 
- pn (mod p’) 
-?(pn)+ p2n 
if p is odd, 
2 - pn (mod p’) otherwise. 
(3.17) 
k$, +2n+k)=kil i.(.f,hz+pk)+‘t; ‘il i(fp’n+pq+k) 
q=O k=l 
I-1 p-l 
pn+)“(fpk))+ 1 c (qP+A(h)) (modP2) 
q=O k=l 
=/np+ i i(fpk)+Ip~lA(fX)-$I(l-l)p (modp’), (3.18) 
k=l k=l 
by (H2) we have 
3.(f,)=2(Bk-l)=(k- l)p+ 1, i(fk)=j”(eP-2+k-‘)=(k-3)p+1, ” p 
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(3.19) 
Formulas (3.16)-(3.19) imply that 
s( p2n + lp) E sT( pn) + lnp + 
- pn (mod p’) if p is odd, 
p2t1 
2-pn (mod p2) otherwise. 
(3.20) 
In the following, we only discuss the case when p is odd. The other cases can be 
treated by similar methods. By (3.14) (3.15), (3.20) and rp= 8, we have 
p-1 
P(x)= c 1 ~s-“)(e’-‘,yp)” xl 
l=O ( tlB0 ! 
p-1 p-1 = l;o .Fo g;(ef-lxp)“xf= c PT(8’_ ‘xP)x’. 
, I=0 
(3.21) 
Replacing x by 8jx in (3.21) we obtain 
p-1 
P(0 j(x) = c B j’X’F(fF lx”). (3.22) 
l=O 
Furthermore, if we repeat the preceding procedure and perform similar calculations 
we get 
p-1 
P’“(x)= c X9Th+1(,,-1xP), h3 1 (3.23) 
I=0 
On the other hand, using (O.l), (Hl) and (H2), we have for any n> 1, and k30 
This yields 
TPfk Tk 
Sn ‘Sn ) 
i.e. 
P TP+k(X)=PTC(X). (3.24) 
From (3.21), (3.23) and (3.24) we can verify that P(x) and P’(x) satisfy the same 
functional equation and have the same first term; see [7, p. 1371. Hence P(x) = PT(x). 
Returning to (lo), we finally obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Under the hypotheses (Hi) and (H2), we have 
p-1 
P(Bjx)= C 8j’x’P(W’xp), 06 j<p- 1. 
I=0 
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Remark. If we define j. w[i]P if p is odd, 
s(x) = 
& i(,,)-[ ;] 2 p + T otherwise, 
and keep the preceding notations, then by the same calculations as in Theorem 3.5, we 
establish that 
p-1 
P(tljx)= 1 Ojlx'P(Ojxp), O< j<p- 1. 
I=0 
When p= 2, then 0=- 1, and (3.25) gives 
(3.25) 
P(x) = P(x2) + xP(- x2), 
which is exactly the functional equation of the classical RudinShapiro sequence. 
Moreover, if p 2 3, (3.25) gives the generalized Rudin-Shapiro sequences introduced 
by Queffelec [ 151. 
4. Transcendence of the numbers defined by a (p, q)-type sequence 
Let I.L)nz,l be a ( p, q )-type sequence; we define recursively 
j-Cm’:= T”f=((T”f),},~,, mcN, 
where ( Tmf)” := f!,*) :=fpmn as in Section 1. For each fCm’, let F,,,(x) = 1, s 1 f~““xn be its 
generating function. Rewrite F,,,(x) as 
F,(x)= 1 fb?‘xP”+ 1 f$‘+rXp”+l+ .” +~~~f~~‘+p-lX~~+(~-~‘. (4.1) 
fl31 fl>O , 
Note that f(“” is still a ( p, q)-type sequence by Proposition 1.1; hence, from (O.l), we 
have 
fE’+j=ena’j’fy’, I< j<p-1. 
On the other hand, from the definition of fCm’, we have 
f+fpm+,“=f;!‘+? 
It follows that 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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From (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) we see that for 1.x1< 1. 
F,+,(xP)~~~(s)-p~l fYxJ 
j=l 1 -ea(j)Xp’ 
m 20. 
Starting from this Mahler equation, by the same discussions as in [ 131 and the Loxton 
and van der Poorten theorem [9], we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 4.1. Let { fn),,> 1 be a ( p, q )-type sequence and u an algebraic number such that 
O<lcl<l; then the number 
is transcendental, 
Remark. When p = q = 2, we obtain the result of Mend& France and van der Poorten 
[13] for the paperfolding sequences. 
5. (p, q)-type sequence and finite automata 
This section is devoted to the study of the relations between the (p, q)-type sequence 
and the theory of finite automata. Firstly, we give a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a (p, q)-type sequence to be generated by a p-automata. And then, we discuss the 
graphs of state of these automata. We find that the properties of the graphs of state are 
very interesting. In particular, these properties depend on the numbers p,q and the 
map R, and we illustrate this by examples. 
One can find the necessary preliminaries on the theory of finite automata and 
substitutions, for example, in [l, 5, 211. 
Theorem 5.1. Let f= {fn},,> 1 be a ( p, q)-type sequence. Then f can be generated by 
a p-automaton if and only ifi for all 1, 1~ 1 dp- 1, the sequence { fp”ljnB 1 is periodic. 
Proof. The part “only if” is known, see [2], so we will only prove the part “if”. By the 
Cobham theorem [6], it suffices to show that the cardinality of the set 
E= il.fp*n+r)n~O: k30, 06r<pk-1) 
is finite. 
Now suppose that the sequence {fpkrj@o is periodic with period r, i.e. 
&k+rr=f&, k>O, 1 <ldp-1. 
Case 1: r=O. Let n=p”(pm+[), m>O, 1 <[<p--l, ~20. From (O.l), we have 
fpkn=fpkpS,~,m+I)=~ma(l)fpL+“I. 
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On the other hand, 
f 
-p(l) 
$X+rn- f 
-pa(l) ~p"+T+",- f PkiS,. 
Hence, 
.fp"n=fPk+%; 
thus, 
#{{fPk,,),,a~: k>o)<T. 
Case 2: r>O. (i) Let r=p”(pm+I), m>O, 1 </<p-l, ~20. Then 
Note that k, 1, In, s are independent of n, and that for any k, s and 1, Qpk-S-‘a(‘) may take 
at most 4 distinct values; therefore, there are at most q distinct sequences 
C(G 
pk-“-‘z(l) n, 
1 i n3 I. On the other hand, Pn(‘)fpsl also may take at most q distinct 
values for any 1, m, s; thus, we obtain in this case, # E < q’. 
(ii) r is of the form p‘l, 1 </<p- 1. In this case 
f p*n+r=fp"n+PsI=fp3(plc~r,+,,=oPk~"-~~~~'",fp,I, 
and the discussion is reduced to case 2(i). 0 
In what follows, we discuss the properties of the graphs of state by some examples. 
Example 5.2. Consider a ( p, p)-type sequence and suppose that 
(1) p is a prime number; 
(2) fpkl= 1, k30, 1 dldp- 1; 
(3) c(( 1) = I, and cc(O) = 0 by convention. 
Under these hypotheses, if n = p”( pm + I), m 3 0, 0 d 1 d p - 1, then we have 
(5.1) 
where m-m’(modp), O<ni<p-1. 
Let m=e,fz_i . . . e, be the p-ary expansion of m, that is, rn=xizo ejp’; thus, 
n=p”(pm+l)= i ejpj+s+l+/ps, 
j=O 
that is, the p-ary expansion of n is 
n=e,et_l . ..e.,lOh. (5.2) 
From (5.1) and (5.2), we see that the values of fn are completely determined by e. and 1. 
Thus, we may construct the graph of state of the p-automaton associated with the 
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x8. xb, x$j + 1; x:, x: 4 w; x:, x3 + co2 .
Fig. I. The graph of states of the (3,3)-type sequence with a(l)=/. 
sequence. Figure 1 illustrates the case of the (3,3)-type sequence. The corresponding 
substitution is as follows: 
A = {a, b  c, 4 e, .L g, h, i}. 
d-dab, a-tcdh, b+cge, c+cab, d <fdk e +fie, 
f-ffab, g+idh, h-tige, ikiab, 
{a,b,c}+l, {d, c, h)+w, (.Lg,h]+02. 
Remark 5.3. If we replace hypothesis (3) of Example 5.2 by c(( 1) = 1, 1 d I dp- 1, then 
we can construct the corresponding substitution as follows. 
Let A = {u;, 1 <i, j<pl be the alphabet of p2 distinct letters. Define 
where 1 <i,j,<p and p+ 1 := 1 by convention. Then the sequence of p-substitution 
defined by (5.3) is exactly the (p, p)-type sequence with c(( I) = 1. In particular, for each 
p, the classical paperfolding sequence is its subsequence. 
Example 5.4. p=4 and we keep hypotheses (2) and (3) of Example 5.2. 
In this case, p is not a prime number and the discussion is a bit more complex. In 
fact, it depends upon the structures of the subgroup of the group {8k}OGkSp_ i. By an 
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analysis similar to that of Example 5.2, we can determine the values of ,f, as in the 
following table. 
where eO=O, 1,2,3; l-1,2,3. 
Figure 2 is the graph of states of Example 5.4. 
The corresponding substitution acts on an alphabet of 14 letters (not 4= letters): 
aj+aohocodj, ci~uzh,czdj, di+a3hzCldj, , j=O, 1,2,3; 
bj~a, bzCadj> j=O, 1; {a,,b,,c,,d,}+l, ja,,cl,d,)+i, 
ju2,bz,cz,dz}+- 1, {e,c3,da}+-i, 
x0. + 1; xl,+i; x2---1; x3 + -i . 
Fig. 2. The graph of states of the (4,4)-type sequence with a( I) = 1. 
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x:‘, x,, x; 4 1; x,-+i; x-1 +-1; Xi + -i 
Fig. 3. The graph of states of the (4,4)-type sequence with r(l)= 1. 
The uniform frequency of { 1, i, - 1, -i} is (l/3, l/6,1/3, l/6). (For the definition of 
frequency, see [ 161.) 
Remark 5.5. If x(I) = 1, 1 d I< 3 in Example 5.4, then the properties of the sequence 
are very different. Figure 3 shows the graph of states; the substitution and the 
frequency are as follows. 
Substitution: 
A={ao,al,bo,b,,bZ,b3}, #A=6 
aj~aobobobj, j=O, 1; bj+a,bzbjbj, j=O,l,2,3; 
(aO,b,}+L {al,bl}+i, {b2}-‘- 1, {b3}+-i. 
The frequency of (1, -1, i, -i) is (l/4,1/4, l/4,1/4). Thus, we can see that the map 
CI plays an important role. 
Example 5.6. Consider the (3,2)-type sequence with S3kI = 1, k30, 1 61<2, and 
~$1) = 1 (Fig. 4). 
Substitution: 
A = {a, b, cf. 
a+aba, b-wab, c-wac, {a,b}+l, {c}+- 1. 
The frequency of (I, -1) is (314, l/4). 
Example 5.7. Consider the (2,3)-type sequence with f2k = 1, kb0 (Fig. 5). 
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x0” .x0+ 1 Xl -s-l 
Fig. 4. The graph of states of Example 5.6 
X9> x; -3 1; x2+0; x’: , x: + c!.? .
Fig. 5. The graph of states of Example 5.7. 
Substitution: 
A={a,b,c,d). 
a+ab, h+ca, c+dc, dwe, e-+ad, {a,b)+L 
{C)%O, jd, e) -w2. 
The frequency of (l,to,~~) is (l/3, l/3, l/3). 
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